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Although he was one of the outstanding scientists of his time, for almost two 
centuries Jacob Hermann (1678-1733) has been one of the more forgotten mem- 
bers of the Bernoulli circle of Basel. For some years now a new interest in his life 
and accomplishments has been apparent. Especially in Italy, where Hermann was 
the first Leibnizian to occupy a chair of mathematics (from 1707 to 1713 in Padua), 
his work has attracted increasingly more attention. A monograph by Andre Ro- 
binet, entitled L’empire leibnizien. La conquPAte de la chaire de muthkmutique de 
Pudoue, is currently in press and will present a corpus of unpublished documents 
concerning the appointment of Hermann to Padua. Moreover, the Bernoulli Edi- 
tion in Base1 has begun to realize the plan of its founder Otto Spiess to edit the 
works and collected correspondence of Jacob Hermann. Therefore, Fritz Nagel, 
who is responsible for the edition of the Bernoulli correspondence, has estab- 
lished a catalogue of Hermann’s works and manuscripts as well as a catalogue of 
his correspondence comprising more than 500 extant letters. This new beginning 
for Hermann studies received an important impulse from a conference in Pisa 
(Italy) on LuJiguru e l’operu di Jacob Hermunn. The meeting was organized by 
Sandra Giuntini and Lucia Grugnetti, from the Departments of Mathematics of the 
Universities of Florence and Cagliari (Italy). 
The conference was opened by Andre Robinet (CNRS, Paris). In his Introduc- 
tion, Robinet gave a survey of the prehistory of Hermann’s activities in Padua, 
addressing in particular the following question: What did the Italian mathemati- 
cians expect of Hermann when they appointed him to the chair of mathematics in 
Padua and how did Hermann fulfill their expectations? Looking, for example, at 
the memoranda of Fardella concerning the appointment of Hermann and at his 
correspondence with Leibniz, Robinet showed how difficult it is to find out what 
the Italians really understood by the “nuovo metodo” which they wanted to be 
taught by an “oltramontano”. Franc0 Palladino (Naples, in collaboration with 
Roman0 Gatto) spoke on Hermann’s Responsio, i.e., the booklet of 1700 in which 
Hermann defended Leibniz against Bernhard Nieuwentijt and at the same time 
explained his own ideas concerning the infinitesimally small quantities of the new 
calculus. With this publication, Hermann established his international reputation 
as a mathematician and attracted the attention of Leibniz, who from then on 
supported him in his academic career. Paolo Freguglia (Palermo) gave a survey of 
“The Juvenilia of Hermann.” He examined three articles published by Hermann 
during his first years in Base1 between 1696 and 1707, in which-influenced by 
Jacob Bernoulli and Leibniz-he treated the application of series to the problem 
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of multisecting an angle, the determination of the diameter of the rainbow taking 
into account the refraction in the atmosphere, and the determination of the radius 
of curvature for generalized conic sections. Fritz Nagel (Bernoulli Edition, Basel) 
spoke on “Jacob Hermann’s Years in Basel. Elements for a Scientific Biogra- 
phy.” Using hitherto unknown documents found in Basel, he presented a genea- 
logical tree of the Hermann family who had-like the Bernoulli family-immi- 
grated to Base1 in the first half of the 16th century and who had also formed a small 
dynasty of mathematicians there. He gave a survey of Hermann’s studies in 
Basel, the itinerary of his grand tour through Germany, the Netherlands, England, 
and France (1701- 1702), presented a catalogue of Hermann’s early library, and 
finally characterized the stays of this migrating scientist in Padua (1707-1713), 
Frankfurt/Oder (1713-1724), St. Petersburg (1724-1731), and Base1 (1731-1733). 
The Hermann conference at Pisa, which was attended by representatives of most 
of the major universities of Italy, will have a sequel soon. 
Summer School: On the Relation between Mathematics and 
Its Applications During the 18th and 19th Century 
Pfalzakademie Lambrecht (Neustadt/WeinstraBe), May 14-18, 1990 
The Zentrum fur praktische Mathematik of the Technische Hochschule Darm- 
stadt and the Universitat Kaiserslautern sponsored a summer academy which was 
organized by Renate Tobies, Leipzig, assisted by Jesper Liitzen (Copenhagen), 
Walter Purkert (Leipzig), and Hans Wul3ing (Leipzig). It addressed mainly mathe- 
maticians, mathematics teachers, engineers, and natural scientists. 
The following lectures were given: 
R. TOBIES (Leipzig): “Zur Stellung der angewandten Mathematik urn die Wende 
vom 19. zum 20. Jahrhundert-Probleme, Ausgangspunkte, Tendenzen” 
H. WUBING (Leipzig): “Entstehung und Durchbildung der Infinitesimalmathe- 
matik” 
R. THIELE (Leipzig): “Die Begrundung der Analysis durch Lazare Carnot (1753- 
1823)” 
J. LUTZEN (Copenhagen): “Zur Mathematik in Frankreich wahrend der ersten 
Halfte des 19. Jahrhunderts” 
W. PURKERT (Leipzig): “Zur Entwicklung der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung im 
19. Jahrhundert” 
W. PURKERT (Leipzig): “Georg Cantor” 
K. H. HOFMANN (Leipzig): “Zur Genesis des Halbgruppenbegriffes bei Sophus 
Lie und Felix Klein” 
